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Abstract  

Background:  Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is a heter-
ogonous tumor entity with variable prognostic parameters;  

microvessel density (MVD) is still a point of controversial  
as a predictor of prognosis in RCC. We aimed to evaluate  

CD105-MVD as an applicable prognostic indicator for renal  

cell carcinoma.  

Aim of Study:  To evaluate the prognostic value of  
CD105/Endoglin in RCC through its correlation with other  
clinical and pathological parameters.  

Material and Methods:  Histopathological diagnosis was  
based on Hematoxylin-Eosin stained sections and included the  
followings: Histological subtypes, tumor grade, pathological  
stage (pT), sarcomatoid components, tumor necrosis, capsular  

and perinephric fat invasion.  

Results:  We found a significant correlation between the  
histopathological subtypes and the Fuhrman's nuclear grading  

system (p=0.016). CD105-MVD was significantly inversely  
correlated with Fuhrman's Nuclear grade ( p=0.009) and  
Leibovich Score (p=0.012); patients with high expression of  

CD105 showed low Fuhrman nuclear grade and low risk of  
metastasis. However, insignificant correlation was detected  

regarding other separate parameters such as size, necrosis and  

pathological stage. Sarcomatoid clear cell renal cell carcinoma  
(CCRCC) recorded the largest diameter, the highest frequency  
of positive capsular and perinephric fat invasions and the  

lowest score of CD-105 MVD.  

Conclusion:  We concluded that high CD105-MVD may  
be a marker of less aggressiveness of RCC, it was associated  
with more favorable pathological parameters; clear cell type,  

lower Fuhrman grade and low LS. Sarcomatoid CCRCC draws  
unique immunohistochemical expression of CD-105 MVD.  
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Introduction  

RCC  is a heterogeneous tumor entity, comprises  

several subtypes with emerging new entities. Each  

subtype has unique histological, immunohistochem-
ical, genetic behavior, prognosis and response to  
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treatment. Thus the behavior of RCCs is still un-
predictable.  

Over the last decades, several researchers [1]  
investigated the different clinical and histopatho-
logical parameters to draw an algorithm for pre-
diction the outcome of renal cell carcinoma. No  
Single clinical or even histopathological parameter  

was adequate for this prediction.  

Leibovich and his colleagues, 2003 [1]  investi-
gated several histopathological factors (tumor size,  

nuclear grade, tumor stage with regional lymph  
node status and histological tumor necrosis) to  
develop an algorithm for prediction the RCC course  

after radical nephrectomy.  

Later on, several authors [2,3]  used meticulous  
panels of immunohisto-chemical markers for pre-
diction the metastasis of renal cell carcinoma, some  
of them [2]  used stem cell markers and others [3]  
used angiogenic markers.  

Therefore, identifying a better prognostic factor  

is needed for more accurate RCC prognosis. One  

of the promising angiogenic factors is CD105/  

Endoglin.  

Endoglin (CD105-cluster of differentiation 105)  
is an accessory receptor of transforming growth  
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factor B (TGF-B). It is overexpressed on prolifer-
ating (activated) endothelial cells of solid tumors;  

breast and RCC as well as it was considered as a  

stem cell tumor marker. Therefore, several studies  

investigated it as a target for antiangiogenic therapy  

[3] .  

Material and Methods  

Tissue samples:  
Tissue samples were obtained from 48 patients  

who underwent nephrectomy at XXX-University  

Hospital from May 2018 to January 2020, and did  

not receive any adjuvant chemotherapy or radio-
therapy.  

Age, sex and side of nephrectomy were reported  

for each specimen. Gross assessments for tumor  

size, capsular and peri-renal fat invasion were  

done.  

Histopathological diagnosis was based on He-
matoxylin-Eosin stained sections and included the  
followings: Histological subtypes, tumor grade,  
pathological stage (pT), sarcomatoid components,  

tumor necrosis, capsular and perinephric fat invasion.  

The histopathological classification was con-
ducted according to WHO specification 2016 [4]  
into: Clear cell renal cell carcinoma (CCRCC),  

CCRCC with sarcomatoid element, papillary and  
chromophobe subtypes. Pathological stage was  

done according to the 6th AJCC TNM [5]  staging  
system; tumor size and the perinephric fat invasion  
were used to determine pT-stage of the resected  

tumor.  

The tumor grade was assessed according to  
Fuhrman’s nuclear grading system [1] . Tumor  
necrosis (Coagulative microscopic necrosis) could  

be identified at H&E stained sections as homoge-
nous clusters and sheets of dead tumor cells with  

nuclear and cytoplasmic debris, whether the under-
lying architecture is retained or not [6] .  

Leibovich Score is a histological score that  

integrates five parameters to predict the progression  

of RCC. Using these parameters, tumors are given  

a score ranging from zero to 11 and categorized  
into low (0-2), intermediate (3-5) and high risk  
(>_6) groups (Table 2) [1] .  

We assessed tumor size, nuclear grade, histo-
logical tumor necrosis and the pathological stage  

to categorize our patients, all cases of RCC were  
included whatever its subtype. Regional lymph  
node status was not available and could not be  

assessed.  

Immunohistochemical staining of Anti-CD105:  

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded renal tumor  

tissue blocks were sectioned into 4µm thickness.  
Deparaffinization and hydration were done. Sec-
tions were incubated in 3% H2O2 for 30 minutes  
at room temperature. Then heated in 0.01mmol/L  

citrate buffer fluid at 92ºC for seven minutes.  

Sections were incubated with primary antibody  
overnight at 25ºC. The primary antibody was a  

mouse monoclonal antibody raised against CD105  
in human species (clone ERP19911, catalogue  

RM0281-S, in a concentrated form 0.1ml, dilution  
1:100). The sections then were incubated with goat  

serum secondary antibody followed by streptavidine  

biotin for ten minutes each separated by washing  

in PBS for five minutes after each step. The reaction  

products were visualized by immersing the sections  
in diaminobenzidine (DAB) for fifteen minutes at  
room temperature. Sections were counterstained  
by immersion in hematoxalin stain for few seconds  
and rapid wash in tap water to remove extra dye.  

Dehydration, clearance and cover mounting  

were done.  

Sections from normal human placental tissue  

were used as positive control for CD105. Also  

negative controls were lacking reactivity to confirm  

the validity of the staining results.  

Evaluation of CD105 immunostaining:  
Expression of CD105 in vessels was recorded  

as negative (absence of staining) or positive (pres-
ence of brown staining). Any CD105-positive  

endothelial cell or endothelial cell cluster clearly  
separated from the adjacent microvessel was con-
sidered as a single, countable microvessel.  

We used the median of the microvessel density  
(MVD) as cut off point to divide the cases into  

low and high MVD score groups [7] . MVD was  
recorded as low (1; 190 vessels per mm 2), and  
high (2; >191 vessels per mm2).  

The applied protocol for counting intra-tumoral  
microvessels [8]:  
1- All histological slides from the tumor were  

examined and the most generous cross section  

of the representative tumor was selected. It was  

immunostained by CD 1 05/Endoglin to highlight  

the micro vessel density.  
2- The CD105 immunostained sections were  

scanned at low magnification (~x40 to 100) to  

select the 3 hot spots (with the greatest numbers  

highlighted micro vessels).  
3- Count all vessels within a 0.74 mm 2  area (x200)  

of this neovasculari-zation "hotspot" and the  
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mean value of the vessels count was used as  

final MVD value.  
4- The median was used as the cutoff point to  

divide the patients into high and low scores of  

MVD.  

Any brown staining of endothelial cell or en-
dothelial cell cluster, clearly separate from adjacent  
micro vessels, tumor cells and other connective  
tissue elements was considered as single countable  

micro vessels regardless its site within the tumor  

(centrally or at the margins). Identification of the  

lumen or presences of RBCs were not essential to  

identify the micro vessels [8] .  

Statistical analysis:  
Data was analyzed using SPSS version 26 (Sta-

tistical Software package version 26). Descriptive  

analysis was performed. Quantitative data was  
represented as mean, standard deviation. When the  

data was not normally distributed Mann-Whitney  

test was used to compare between two groups.  
Qualitative Data are reported as frequencies and  
percentages and compared using either Chi-Square  

test or Fisher's Exact test.  

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was  

used. Graphs were produced by using Excel or  
SPSS version 26. p-value was considered signifi-
cant if it was less than 0.05.  

Results  

The current study included 48 patients with  

renal cell carcinomas. All histopathological features  

were summarized in (Table 1). Their ages ranged  
from 28 to 75 years (mean ±  SD was 57.27 ±7.5  
and median was 58). The study included 31 male  

patients and 17 females.  

According to histopathological diagnosis, we  

categorized our patients into two major groups;  

CCRCCs (33) versus non-clear cell renal cell  
carcinoma (Non-CCRCCs) (15). CCRCC included  
two subtypes; conventional (23) and CCRCCs with  

sarcomatoid component (10). Non-CCRCCs in-
cluded two different variants; chromophobe (11)  
and papillary (4) subtypes (Table 1) (Fig. 1).  

Their size ranged from 4 to 15cm (mean ±  SD  
was 7.19±2.1), the highest mean value (8.8cm)  
was recorded in sarcomatoid CCRCC. While the  

lowest mean value (6.5m) was found in conven-
tional type CCRCC with insignificant statistical  
correlation (Table 1).  

A histologically confirmed coagulative necrosis  

was detected in 37.5% (18/48) of patients; nine  

cases were CCRCC with sarcomatoid element (Fig.  

2C), 4 cases were clear cell type (Fig. 3C,D), 3  

with chromophobe and 2 cases with papillary  
subtypes. No statistical significant association was  
detected between the necrosis and the histopatho-
logical types (Table 1).  

We detected 73% (35/48) of patients with cap-
sular invasion, 77% (27/35) of capsular invasion  

were detected in CCRCCs versus 23% (8/35) Non-
CCRCCs. 90% (9/10) of sarcomatoid CCRCCs  
and 75% of papillary type (Non-CCRCC) revealed  

positive capsular invasion (the frequency of posi-
tivity was the highest in sarcomatoid CCRCCs).  

The perinephric fat invasion was seen in 60%  

(29/48) of patients, 69% of positive cases were  
CCRCCs versus 31% of Non-CCRCCs (the frequen-
cy of positivity was the highest in sarcomatoid [90%  
(9/10)] CCRCCs) (Fig. 2D). Neither capsular nor  

perinephric invasion showed significant associations  

with the histopathological subtypes (Table 1).  

CCRCCs had bimodal records in Fuhrman's  
nuclear grades; 91% (21/23) of the conventional  

type were grade I&II (Fig. 1A), while all cases of  
CCRCC with sarcomatoid components by their  

name were considered as grade IV (Figs. 1D,2B).  

Both papillary and chromophobe subtypes  

showed a spectrum of nuclear grades (I-III) (Table  
1 & Figs. 1B,C).  

There is a significant correlation between the  

histopathological subtypes and the Fuhrman's nu-
clear grading system with p=0.016 (Table 1).  

Although we used the WHO/ISUP grading  
system for CCRCCs and papillary RCCs only, it  

did not achieve any statistically significant results  

(not shown in the tables).  

None of the resected nephrectomy specimens  
contained adrenal tissues, lymph nodes (Nx) or  

definite vascular structures. So, the tumor size and  

the peri-nephric fat invasion were used to broadly  

determine pT-stage of the tumor. 58% (28/48) of  

cases were staged as pT3, 27% (13/48) were pT1  

and about 15% (7/48) were pT2 (Table 1).  

CCRCCs recorded the highest percent of stage  
III compared to Non-CCRCC (19 versus 9). It did  

not achieve any statistically significant results  
(Table 1).  

We categorized all cases into 3 risk groups  
according to the modified Leibovich’s score (LS);  

low, intermediate and high risk patients according  

to their tumor size, nuclear grade, necrosis and  

pathologic stage Tables (1,2) (Scoring algorithm  

of Leibovich and his colleagues, 2003) [1] .  
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The CCRCCs with sarcomatoid element report-
ed 77% of high Leibiovich score (LS), while 64%  

of intermediate Leibiovich score was CCRCCs  

conventional type. No significant statistical asso-
ciation was detected between LS and histopatho-
logical subtypes (Table 1).  

Table (1): Correlation between RCC subtypes, histopathological parameters, CD105 expression and MVD.  

Parameters  
Cases No  

(48)  

Histological subtypes  

p - 
value  

CCRCC (N=33)  Non-CCRCC (N=15)  

Conventional  
(N=23)  

With sarcomatoid  
component (N=10)  

Chromophobe*  
(N=11)  

Papillary  
(N=4)  

Tumor size  48  6.5  8.8  6.6  8.1  (NS)  
(Mean value)  

Tumor necrosis  18  4  9  3  2  (NS)  

Fuhrman grade:  

I  15  12  0  2  1  0.016*  
II  18  9  0  8  1  
III  5  2  0  1  2  
IV  10  0  10  0  0  

pT stage:  
Ia  1  1  0  0  0  0.57  
Ib  12  6  1  4  1  (NS)  
II  7  5  1  1  0  
III  28  11  8  6  3  

Leibovich score:  
Low  10  6  0  3  1  0.34  
Intermediate  25  16  0  8  1  (NS)  
High  13  1  10  0  2  

Capsular invasion  35  18  9  5  3  (NS)  
Perinephric fat invasion  29  11  9  6  3  (NS)  

CD105:  
Negative  3  0  3  0  0  0.15  
Low  27  11  5  7  4  (NS)  
High  18  12  2  4  0  

Mean of MVD**  48  282.5± 165.9  135.7±106.7  183.1±73.2  153±71  0.27 (NS)  
Median  190 with range (0-600)  

Chi-Square, Fisher's Exact tests were used for categorical data.  Mann-Whitney U test was used for non parametric continuous data.  
*=Significant.  NS=Non significant. ** Negative cases were included.  

Table (2): Leibovich Scoring Algorithm for patients with RCC*.  

Parameter Score  

Tumour size (cm):  
<10 0  
≥ 10 1  

Nuclear grade (Fuhrman's grade):  

1 0  
2 0  
3 1  
4 3  

Tumour necrosis:  
No 0  
Yes 1  

Pathological T stage:  
pT1a 0  
pT1b 2  
pT2 3  
pT3a 4  

N stage 0**  

Score (0-2) = Low risk. Score (3-5) = Intermediate risk.  
Score (≥6) = High risk groups.  
* The score was applied for all histopathological subtypes of RCC.  

**All cases were pNx (=0) in the current study.  

Immunoreactivity of CD105-MVD:  

CD105/Endoglin expression was evaluated  

using MVD measurements (Fig. 3). CD 105-MVD  
expression was classified into low and high as we  
justify the cutoff point of MVD according to the  

median (=190, with range 0-600). Three cases (6%)  
of RCC give negative expression versus 45 (94%)  
showed positive staining, 60% (27/45) of positive  

cases recorded low score while 40% (18/45) of  

cases showed high score of expression (Table 1).  

CD105 expression in different histopathological  

RCC subtypes:  

No a statistical correlation was found between  
CD105 expression and the histological subtypes  
(CCRCCs versus Non-CCRCCs). However, 80%  

of the sarcomatoid CCRCCs showed either negative  
or low score CD105 expression (Table 1) (Figs.  
2E,F).  
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Table (3): Correlation between CD105 expression and different histopathological parameters.  
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CD105 expression  

Parameters  
Cases No  

(48)  
Negative  

N=3  
Low  

N=27  
High  
N=18  

p** - 
value  

CCRCC Non CCRCC  CCRCC Non CCRCC  CCRCC  Non CCRCC  

Fuhrman Grades:  48  
Grade I (n=15)  0 0  3 2  9  1  0.009  
Grade II (n=18)  0 0  6 7  3  2  
Grade III (n=5)  0 0  2 2  0  1  
Grade IV (n=10)  3 0  5 0  2  0  

Modified Leibiovich score  48  
(Risk score):  

Low (n=10)  0 0  4 3  2  1  0.012  
Intermediate (n=25)  0 0  6 6  10  3  
High (n=13)  

pT stage:  48  

3 0  6 2  2  0  

Ia (n=1)  0 0  1 0  0  0  0.55  
Ib (n=12)  0 0  5 3  2  2  (NS)  
IIa (n=7)  1 0  1 0  4  1  
IIIa (n=28)  2 0  9 8  8  1  

Size:  48  
Mean ±  SD  6.8± 1.6  7.26±2.3  7.21± 1.99  0.91  

Associated necrosis:  48  
(NS)  

Negative  1  15  14  0.61  
Positive  2  12  4  (NS)  

**Using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient( r).  

Fig. (1): Renal cell carcinoma with different Fuhrman's nuclear grades. (A) Conventional type (CCRCC) grade I.  

(B) Papillary subtype (Non-CCRCC) grade II. (C) Chromophobe subtype (Non-CCRCC) with amyloid  

stroma grade II. (D) Sarcomatoid CCRCC with osseous metaplasia grade IV. Original (HE; x100).  

200,100,200.  
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(A) (B)  

(C) (D)  

(E) (F)  

Fig. (2): Sarcomatoid CCRCC showed (A) osseous metaplasia. (B) Fuhrman grade IV. (C) Coagulative necrosis at the  

right side (black arrows), and (D) Perinephric fat invasion (original HE; x100,100,200,100). (E&F) CD105  

expressed low score MVD with obvious large nutrient vessels (astrix). (Original x400,400).  

We reported the maximum mean values of  

MVD in both conventional CCRCCs (282.5 ± 165.9)  
and chromophobe type (Non-CCRCCs) (183.1 ±  
73.2). The minimum value of mean was detected  

in sarcomatoid CCRCCs (135.7 ± 106.7). The mean  
of MVD in papillary subtype (Non-CCRCCs) was  
(153±71). No statistical significant correlation was  

found between different means of MVD and the  

histopathological subtypes) (Table 1) (Fig. 4).  

CD105 expression in different Fuhrman's nu-
clear grades; there is a significant moderate negative  

correlation between Fuhrman's nuclear grades and  

CD105 expression in RCC (p-value=0.009): 80%  

of RCCs with Fuhrman's Grade IV showed either  

negative or low score of CD105 expression. How-
ever, the highest expression was detected in lower  
Fuhrman's grades (I and II) (Table 3, Fig. 4).  

CD105 expression in different pT stages; No  
significant correlation was found between CD105  

expression and the pathological stage (pT) of  
different RCC subtypes (Table 3).  

CD105 expression and necrosis & tumor size;  

87% (14/18) of RCCs with necrosis showed nega-
tive or low expression of CD105. CD105 expression  

and MVD values were not related to the tumor size  
or necrosis as shown in (Table 3).  
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CD105 expression with different scores of lei-
bovich:  

There's a significant moderate negative corre-
lation was found between CD105 and Leibovich  

scores (LS) (p-value=0.012): 85% (11/13) of pa- 

tients with high risk LS were associated with  
negative or low CD105 expression. We detect 52%  
(13/25) of intermediate LS score with CD105 high  
expression. The highest expression of CD105 was  
associated with low risk group of LS (Table 3).  

Fig. (3): Scoring of CD105-MVD: (A-D) High score MVD versus (E-F) Low score. CC. (Original x100,100,200,200,200,200)  
of two different cases of clear cell type R.  
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worse prognosis  
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(C) (D)  

(E)  

(A)  (B)  

(F)  

Fig. (4): Variable scores of CD105-MVD in different types of RCC. (A,B) Conventional type RCC, Fuhrman's grade I  

showed high score MVD. (C,D) RCC with coagulative necrosis, Fuhrman's grade II revealed low score MVD.  
(E,F) Chromophobe RCC, Fuhrman's grade II showed low score MVD. (HE & CD105 all x200, Original).  

Fig. (5): Suggested predictive parameters for RCC.  

Discussion  

The current study enabled us to draw an  
abroad algorithm (Fig. 5) for prediction RCC  
outcome, it depends mainly on integrated his-
topathological features and MVD assessment  
used CD105/ Endoglin.  

To assess the histopathological features, we  
categorized our patients into two major groups  

(CCRCCs versus Non-CCRCCs) to highlight the  

difference between them regarding all clinical and  

histopathological parameters. We found the  
chromophobe RCC is the second most frequent  
subtype after clear cell subtype while others re- 
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corded the papillary subtype as the second most  
common variant of RCC [9] .  

Many authors [10,11]  reported that the behavior  
of renal cell carcinoma differs significantly accord-
ing to their histopathological types. We did not  

detect any significant correlation between the  

histopathological subtype of RCCs and the inves-
tigated parameters (either clinical or histopatholog-
gical). Except in, Fuhrman Nuclear grading system  
revealed a significant difference in relation to the  

histopathological subtypes with special pattern in  

sarcomatoid variant of CCRCCs.  

Although we used the WHO/ISUP grading  
system for CCRCCs and papillary RCCs only, it  

did not achieve any statistically significant results;  

its prognostic utility has not been validated for  
other tumor types [12] .  

In review 2019 [12]  reported that Rochester  
Grading Panel applied certain criteria to validate  
any grading system of RCC as a prognostic tool;  
it should be applied by experienced nephro-
pathologist and based upon the worst/highest nu-
clear grade. Subsequently, they recommended that  

the ideal grading system would be valid for both  
CCRCCs & papillary subtypes as well as for  

chromophobe subtype.  

In the current study, we applied Fuhrman’s  
grading system for all subtypes of RCC (clear,  

papillary and chromophobe) as some researchers  
[12]  stated that Fuhrman’s nuclear grading system  

could be used for chromophobe subtypes. The  
recent series of WHO stated that the chromophobe  
subtype cannot be graded due to its innate nuclear  

atypia and absence of valid alternative grading  

system [13] .  

Another histopathological parameter could be  
assessed in the study; we identified the coagulative  
tumor necrosis, either as homogenous clusters of  

degenerated and dead tumor cells with ghost out-
lines or as a homogenous pink coagulum with  

complete loss of underlying architectures, both  
views were admixed with a variable density of  

nuclear and cytoplasmic debris.  

Sengupta and his colleagues, 2005 [6]  reported  
that the associated adjacent areas to the necrosis  

was typically high grade (grade 3 or 4), which is  

came in agreement with ours, as we found 50% of  

coagulative necrosis were seen in RCC with sar-
comatoid element (Grade 4).  

The underlying mechanisms of tumor necrosis  

in RCC were investigated by several authors, some  
authors reported its occurrence due to rapidly  

proliferating aggressive tumor over its own blood  

supply; similar to our results. While others [14,15]  
considered the host anti tumoral immune reaction  

and the cytotoxic effect of T cells were the main  

insults in the pathogenesis of coagulative necrosis  

in RCCs.  

Although, several authors [6,16]  reported the  
coagulative tumor necrosis as a negative prognostic  
marker for RCC, it must be applied in combinations  

with other variables. In the current study, we did  

not find any statistical significant association  

between the histopathological subtypes and separate  
parameters like size, necrosis or stage. So we  

applied LS to provide more valuable combined  
predictive score for RCC.  

Due to unavailability of regional lymph nodes  

with the resected renal neoplasms in addition to  

the absence of information about vascular, nodal  
or adrenal involvement in the submitted patholog-
ical reports; tumor size in addition to peri-nephric  

fat invasion were used to broadly determine the  

pathological (p)T-stage of the tumor in the current  

work.  

We used LS to prognosticate our patients into  
low, intermediate and high risk groups. Several  
authors [17]  in different countries used LS and  
considered it an accurate score for prognostication  

the metastasis in patients with RCC after radical  
nephrectomy.  

Although, we combined several parameters  

(size, pT, grade and necrosis) to categorize our  

patients into risk groups. Lymph nodes were not  
included in the current LS. Supporting evidences  

came from the clinian point of view [18] , they  
reported that the potential benefits of lymph node  

dissection must be weighed against the possible  
risks and lymph nodes were not always available.  
Subsequently, we did not consider it as a corner  
stone for LS.  

Another different point in the current study, we  

used LS in both types CCRCCs and Non-CCRCCs.  
Paucity of Non-CCRCCs made the others depend  

mainly on CCRCCs to establish LS. The current  
work credits modified LS (for CCRCCs as well as  
Non-CCRCCs and excluding the lymph node sta-
tus). This modified form of LS achieved a signif-
icant correlation with alarming marker CD 105/  
Endoglin.  

We used CD105 for assessment MVD in RCC  

as it was reported and considered as a superior  
angiogenic tumor marker due to its affinity to  
highlight the activated endothelial cell [19] .  
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Furthermore, Yao and his colleagues [19]  con-
firmed that both mature differentiated vessels and  

immature undifferentiated ones of RCC could be  

stained by CD105/Endoglin, opposite to other  
angiogenic markers like CD34 that could be ex-
pressed only in mature differentiated vessels of  
RCC.  

We should differentiate between Endothelial and  

Tumoral expressed CD105; the endothelially ex-
pressed CD105 had been used to assess the micro-
vessel density (MVD) of the solid tumor e.g. breast,  

prostate and RCC. While others [20]  considered  
CD105 as stem cell marker of CCRCC and they  

evaluated it as intra tumoral cell marker. Our study  

evaluated CD105/Endoglin in activated endothelial  

cells only of RCC using MVD measurements.  

In the current study, we found a stastically  
significant association between CD105 expression  

as MVD marker and Fuhrman's nuclear grade, the  
highest expression was detected in lower Fuhrman's  

grades.  

Cioca and his colleagues study, 2019 [21]  came  
in agreement with us; they reported that a high  

CD105-MVD was identified in a low Fuhrman's  
grade compared to those with a high grade RCC.  

However, Saroufim et al., 2014 [22]  confirmed the  
same inverse relation between the tumor grade and  

the CD105 expression when it was evaluated as  

endothelial cell marker, but when it was evaluated  

as intra-tumoral stem cell marker of RCC, they  

reported a positive correlation.  

Our results regarding CD105-MVD and the  
used Fuhrman grade raised the attention that this  
grade could not be used for diagnostic purpose  

only but also for a prognostic value especially if  

combined with integrated prognostic algorithm.  

Another prognostic parameter (LS) recorded a  

significant moderate negative correlation with  

CD105-MVD; the group of high risky patients of  

metastasis (high LS) is associated with negative  

or low expression of CD105-MVD.  

Confliction results were published for assess-
ment the CD 105/Endoglin as a prognostic indicator  

for RCC. Some studies [22,23]  reported inverse  
correlation between CD105-MVD and survival in  
RCC similar to ours, other said no correlation [24] ,  
while some showed positive correlation [25] .  

This controversy may be attributed to several  
factors: Firstly, the researchers have been used  

different markers for assessment the MVD (CD34,  

CD31, CD105 and Von Wilbrand factor), Even  
within the same marker, there is a big difference  

in the cutoff point of measurement and different  

scores of MVD. Our study used the median value  

of MVD as a cutoff point to record two tiers score  
(low versus high) similar to Habib et al., study [7]  
while others [22]  used 3 tiers score system (low,  
intermediate and high score).  

Secondly; we used semi-quantitive analysis  
(manually) with individual variations to estimate  
CD105-MVD by the average number of positive  

endothelial cells from the most three hot spots.  
While others [26]  used an image analysis (automa-
tized) with larger surface areas and different num-
bers of hot spots (5 or more) on each slide.  

Thirdly; some researchers prefer assessment of  

MVD from the periphery of tumor while others  
and we did not select certain areas or zones from  

tumor regardless the center or the periphery. It is  

best to standardize certain zones for measurement  

as reported by Yao and his colleagues [19] , they  
preferred the periphery of the tumor: It is usually  

the starting point of growth and progression of the  

tumor (advancing edge), away from the coagulative  
necrosis and to avoid the misinterpretation of  

mature normal vessels near to the center of tumor  

or adjacent to the normal renal tissue as a hotspot  

area.  

Another contributing factor in the controversy  

is: The assessment of endothelial CD105 is differed  
completely from the assessment of intra tumoral  

CD105 as previously explained; the first was con-
sidered as a tool of MVD assessment in RCC and  

several authors showed inverse relation with prog-
nosis. Opposite to the intra tumoral CD105 which  
assess the cancer stem cells inside the tumor, many  
authors [22]  revealed positive relation between it  

and more aggressive behavior of RCC.  

In our study, we could not detect any statistically  
significant correlation between CD105-MVD and  
each of the following parameters separately (size,  

necrosis and stage). However, Saroufim and his  
colleagues, 2014 [22]  reported that increased  
CD105-MVD was associated with advanced path-
ological stage and poor clinical outcome of RCC.  

Updated WHO classification declared that sar-
comatoid renal cell carcinoma is no longer consid-
ered a separate tumor entity because it can be  

detected with all histological subtypes. However,  

the clinician is still considered the sarcomatoid  
RCC as one group whatever its histopathological  

subtitles [27] .  
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As mentioned earlier, we did not achieve any  

significant association between the histopatholog-
ical subtypes of RCCs and the investigated param-
eters except the sarcomatoid type CCRCC which  

could draw unique histopathological features among  

others. Thus, we will emphasize on these features.  

Sarcomatoid differentiation was defined and  
identified by spindle cell proliferation, high cellu-
larity and nuclear pleomorphism. Additionally we  

detected osseous metaplasia and necrosis. Cheville  

with his colleagues [28]  reported 90% of sarcoma-
toid differentiation was associated with coagulative  

necrosis similar to our percent. By their name all  

sarcomatoid RCC recorded Fuhrman nuclear grade  
IV.  

Our study clarified that all sarcomatoid differ-
entiation were included under the category of clear  

cell RCC. This finding came in agreement with  
Shuch and his colleagues [29] ; they stated that more  
than 80% of sarcomatoid RCC were associated  

with clear cell type. However, others [28]  had been  
documented that whatever the associated primary  

histology (clear or chromophobe or papillary)  
would not alter the prognosis or treatment outcome.  

We are in need to more characterization of molec-
ular profile of this sarcomatoid entity in each  

subtype separately.  

Sarcomatoid CCRCC recorded the largest di-
ameters of tumor size, harbored the characteristic  

coagulative necrosis in considerable large percent-
ages, and showed the highest frequency of positive  

capsular and perinephric fat invasions. Although,  

there is obvious difference in the sarcomatoid  
features among others, they did not achieve any  
statistical significant association. It could be ex-
plained by type (II) stastical error due to small  

sample size.  

Our study revealed that sarcomatoid type  

CCRCC recorded the lowest score of CD-105  

MVD; however, the highest value of CD-105 MVD  
was detected in patients with conventional type  
CCRCC. These findings did not achieve any sig-
nificant stastical association due to small sample  

size of each RCC subtypes (Type II statiscally  

Error).  

But histopatholgically, they are indicating that  

the high MVD might be of a less aggressive tumor,  
this came in accordance with previous study by  
Jilaveanu et al., 2017 [30] , who suggested the MVD  
is a hallmark of better tumor differentiation and  

less aggressive behavior.  

One of the important associated features of  

sarcomatoid type is presence of coagulative necrosis  

adjacent to areas of spindle cell differentiation.  

Those areas exhibited low or negative expression  
of CD105-MVD due to insufficient tumor vascu-
larization and inadequate oxygenation which dis-
play low MVD as reported by Sengupta and his  

colleagues [6] .  

We concluded that CD105- MVD can be used  

as a reliable predictive angiogenic marker for RCC  
with special precautions: Should be assessed en-
dothelially, at the periphery of the invasive tumor,  

by lens x200 (0.74mm2) in three areas of hot spots,  
using the median value as cut off point for appro-
priate two or three tiers scoring system.  

So in communities lacking the follow-up sys-
tem, it can be used as alarming marker for predic-
tion the outcome of RCC. Furthermore, it can be  

used as a target therapy (anti angiogenic factor).  

We acknowledge the limitation of the present  

study which includes small sample size of each  
subtype, the wide base data for more accurate  

staging and additional panel of angiogenic markers  
for comparison and confirmation.  

Conclusion:  
We concluded that high CD105-MVD was cor-

related with more favorable pathological features,  

including clear cell type, lower Fuhrman grade  
and low LS. While Low CD105-MVD was indica-
tor for worse pathological features: As sarcomatoid  

element, higher Fuhrman nuclear grade and high  
LS.  
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